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Abstract— Salicide Residue is a common and well-known defect in CMOS technology of semiconductor wafer fabrication

industries. This defect usually resides that is observed after Salicide Pre-Clean step whereby the product wafers after cleaning with

standard diluted Hydrofluoric Acid (dHF). This defect can cause induced leakage current, directly impacting the electrical

performance of the electronic product. Like many other wafer fabs, initiatives and efforts had been taken but never yield a very

significant improvement. As of today, this type of defect is still persisting and remaining as one of the most challenging and

unsolved phenomenon in wafer fabrication industry. This paper will explore next step towards eliminating the issues. Series of

experiments were conducted to deduce the source to the root cause. Types of machines were screened through to dictate if the

different machine hardware in general has significant contribution to the development of residue. Then the process tanks in the

machine were tested to narrow the source of caused. The results of the experiments indicate a positive correlation between the DHF

tank with the carbon residue after pre-salicidation clean which has lead the research to next step to solve the issue
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advancement in the semiconductor wafer fabrication industry has been rapidly advancing. Semiconductor wafer
fabrication also known as “fab” in short [1][2], is the most complex manufacturing process compared with other industries.
The fabrication of semiconductor wafer requires the most advanced technologies in order to strive for the best among
worldwide competitors. Wafers used in electronic integrated circuit (IC) fabrication usually in the size of round silicon disc
consist of diameters ranging from 6”, 8” up to 12”[1]. The thickness of a single wafer disc is around 700um upon completed
fabrication process before sending for wafer sawing process[3].

Wafer fabrication is used to build components with the necessary electrical structures. The fabrication is a procedure
composed of many repeated sequential processes to produce complete electrical or photonic circuits. Commonly the overall
wafer fabrication process is sub-divided into at least six distinct modules namely Implant, Photolithography, Thin Film,
Diffusion, CMP and Wet Clean. A typical wafer needs over 200 repeated process steps from the total steps up to 1000
steps[4][5]. Averagely cycle time for a common product takes up 60 to 90 days.[4][5]

The fabrication of wafer usually begins with the design of the circuit and defining its specific functions. The layout of the
signals, inputs, outputs and voltages needed are then being identified. These electrical circuit specifications usually will
facilitate by the IC Drawing software to create the designs routes, soon to be printed onto the wafers during the fabrication
process [3]. The resolution of the circuit increases rapidly with each step in design, as the scale of the circuits at the start of the
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design process is already being measured in fractions of micrometers. Each step thus increases circuit density for a given area.

The new processes to accomplish each wafer fabrication with better resolution improved every year, in tandem with
constantly changing technology in the wafer fabrication industry. New technologies result in denser packing of minuscule
surface features. This increased density continues the trend often cited as Moore's Law [1][6][7][8].

To stay competitive in today’s wafer fabs business, companies must make efforts to ensure many aspects to meet with
stringent specifications. Aside from the shortest product cycle time, good quality and lasting durability, good product yield also
plays an important factor in judging the profitability of a semiconductor wafer fabs[9] . Yield refers to an amount produced as
a result of the effort or energy invested. Percentage Yield is the ratio of output compared to input, and the Fab Yield is the
number of wafers completed divided by the number of wafers at the beginning of the process [10].

II. RESIDUE DEFECTS

Wet cleaning plays an important part to ensure surface cleanliness for advanced semiconductor manufacturing process. As
the technology node advances, it has become more and more challenging. Presence of organic residues and cluster of particles
on product wafers can cause lot of issues. These clusters of particles and organic residues are found to be die killers and hence,
reduce the yield of the product [11]. Residue defects affect the circuitry by causing a short between two neighboring metal
structures. As the trend of maximizing the number of dies produced by a wafer, the physical size of a semiconductor die must
reduce so that more dies can be accommodated on a single silicon wafer. Due to the significant deduction in size, this may
cause two neighboring points become closer. Hence, any residue could have the potential to cause a short between two metal
points thus affects the circuitry operation [12].

Salicide residue is a carbon defect which is observed after Salicide pre-cleaning step. The defect location is consistently
seen at 7-8 o’clock region (with wafer notch at 12 o’clock during process) as shown in figure 1 below.

In general, in the wafer fabrication process, the silicon semiconductor wafers shall be processed through Blanket Low
Temperature Oxide (LTO) deposition and annealing. This process usually taken place at the thin film dielectric module by
means of chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Next, dry etching process will etch the LTO at unmasked area until a given
thickness accordingly to the specific process specification. The unmasked surface area must be thoroughly cleaned in order to
provide good salicidation process to take effect in the next stream of process. To achieve this, pre-metal cleaning process step
is inserted into the chain of process to ensure the silicon wafer surface is cleaned thoroughly. After cleaned, the hydrophobic
silicon surface tends to attract residues from wafer edge and the wafer backside. Carbon residue is then consistently found on
the wafer surface [13].

Some wafer fabs discovered the existence of Magnesium residue instead of Carbon residue. In the experiment results
presented, it is claimed that the residue was formed as HF coexists with low pressure dryer (LPD) clean [14]. The effort to
remove the residue conducted was to apply SC1 clean after the diluted HF process. The Magnesium residue could be removed
easily but induce other chemical oxide on the wafers.

Fig 1. Carbon residue found on the wafer surface
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In another research proven that the residue may be cleaned by employing new Siconi cleaning machine (Endura® ALPS®
PVD). Siconi is Applied Material (AMAT) made physical vapor deposition (PVD) machine. The research suggested by
cascading Siconi chamber however adding extreme costs and maintenance which does not seems to be relevant [15].

III. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

For a start, the study on the residue impact focused in defining the size of samples in the investigation. Once the sampling
size had been obtained, the next action is to carry out the experiments to deduce the machine that contribute to the residue.
Once the machine had been identified, finally is to locate the source of contaminant inside the machine. The basic
methodology chart can be further illustrated in figure 2.

First, to select the device for the experiments, the scanned results were gathered for one month from 1st to 30th April 2015
on the production wafers. Production wafers are contained inside Standard Mechanical Interface (SMIF) pod. 25 pieces of
production wafers are kept in it. From the scanned result, the data is shown in Table 1 below:

Fig 2: Methodology
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Device C16x being the highest runner at the time of evaluation was chosen to perform in the experiments. The number also
clearly showed that this device yield the highest percentage of lot impact list from the scanned result. C16x device occupied
90% lot hit rate from the total scanned lots, and among a total of 77 wafers scanned and 50 wafers were found consist of
carbon residue. A total of 25 new test wafers were allowed to start and process through standard C16x process flow, all wafers
were then kept on hold at the Salicide Pre-Cleaning step. Based on the number of wafers affected list (65%), the design of
experiment therefore required 2 pieces of wafer in each SMIF pod in order to conduct through the experiments.

All experiments were focus mainly on the machine hardware and its components. ILM KLA2139 and KLA2367 Scanners
were used as visual inspection machines to inspect on the wafers surface after experiments conducted. The more explicit tuning
on the process in term of the shuffling within the process steps was omitted due to such change utterly required stringent
approval from the customer’s approval.

Experiments were conducted from the production machine platform. The production machine consists of several number of
Teflon and quartz chemical tanks. The general configuration applied for each tank that consists of electrical compartment,
plumbing, circulation system, chemical heater and all essential control systems. In summary, partitioning experiments
conducted to localize the factors as accurate as possible in order to deduce the source of contaminant.

The production machine that is selected to perform the experiments is DaiNippon Screen (DNS) made with model
WS820L. The machine comes with the following set-up configuration as shown in Table 2. The machine naming convention is
named after Pre-Metal Cleaning machine.

The standard process parameters for Pre-Salicide Cleaning is fixed at 300 second for diluted hydrofluoric acid dip,
followed by a 600 seconds overflow de-ionized water rinsing at 25 liter per minutes. Next, the wafers will then send to final
rinsing tank for the final 300 seconds de-ionized water rinsing. In the final rinse, the resistivity of the DI Water is monitored at
more than 10mega Ohm. This is to make sure there is no chemical remaining from the wafers before sending for drying
process. The last step is to send into the low pressure dryer whereby the product wafers will be heated up with hot isopropyl
alcohol, and dried with an acute vacuum environment in order to ensure wafers are thoroughly dried before encapsulated back
into the SMIF pod.

Table 1. Summary of pre-assessment conducted to determine the percentage of lot and wafer hit rate

Table 2. DNS WS 820L Pre-Metal Clean Machine Configuration
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As the process steps call for a mandatory Pre-Salicidation Clean, there is no other machine type that could render a
replacement cleaning facility with similar chemicals blends.

Initial pre-assessments were conducted to rule out the possibilities if the residue contaminants were contributed in any
pattern or signature. The initial experiments carried out with the machine verification. Salicide Pre-Cleaning process was run in
Resist Strip and Pre-Diffusion Clean machines and the result still observed with the residue after the oxide removal steps.
Resist Strip and Pre-Diffusion Clean are both from the same machine maker. Materials used are similar in general. The
configuration in the diluted HF and EDR tanks are similar. The only difference is there are additional tanks with different
configurations adjacent to DHF and EDR tanks which Salicide Pre-Clean process does not require to run with. The result
obtained from this experiments indicated that the carbon residues were detected from D1PCDN01 and E1RSDN02. Hence
there is no correlation among machine types as residue does appear after the pre salicidation wafers processed inside the DHF
and EDR tanks. The pre-assessment went on to determine if there is any correlation on the diluted hydrofluoric (DHF) acids
life time dependency (fresh chemical or near to expire). DHF has a life cycle of 2 days. The machine will automatic initiate the
chemical change out once the life time has ended. For this test, the experiments were run at the fresh chemical cycle and at the
end of chemical cycle. Result from this experiment also noticed that the residue was detected from both the life times
experimented. Next, the experiment carried out to distinguish the wafers orientation. Each 8 inch product wafers marked with a
notch to identify the wafer orientation. In this experiment, the intention is to identify which particular process tank that
generate the residue. During the wafers processed through the tanks, before proceeding to the IPA dryer, the process was
halted, then manually rotated 90 degree counterclockwise. The wafers were then allowed to dry in the LPD dryer. From this
test, the result from the wafers found that the residue position followed the rotation accordingly. This has proven LPD dryer is
not a factor.

The above preliminary experiments yield the results below.

� Machine verification:

No machine correlation, Salicide Pre-Cleaning process run at Resist-Strip or Pre-Diffusion clean machine still showing same
defect trend. Defects only be seen after complete oxide removal.

� Chemical life time:

Lot’s processed with fresh & end of HF chemical life time showed same trend.

� Process tank & notch orientation:

At 7 o’clock location in the tank fully immerse in the chemical & no touching part at this location

Defects location will change accordingly as notch orientated before Salicide-Precln process (always at 2 o’clock with
respect to process tank)

Defect that is seen on the scan result systematically spotted at 2’o clock location when the wafer notch is pointing upward
at 12’o clock position as shown in figure 3.

Since the residue does not depend on the machine type based on the machine verification check, the subsequent tests
therefore are sanctioned to carry out only in Pre-Metal clean wet station machine.

The next in-depth experiments continue to deduce the root cause. The experiments began with a split of two set of wafers;
Split A and Split B. Split A test is to re-verifying the standard flow from Pre-Metal wet station just to making sure if the

Fig 3: Systematic Carbon Residue found on wafers 2-3 o’clock region
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residue consistently seen after salicide pre-clean. In split B, the wafers were brought to a halt right after the final rinse (FR)
tank, wafers were lifted up and momentarily stopped. This is to allow the wafers to be self-drying(air dry) above the FR tanks.
By doing so, the experiment should able to ascertain if the residue still be seen even the wafers were not processed in the LPD.
The above tests were then yield the following results as shown in figure 4 and figure 5 below.

Fig 4. Carbon Residue seen on Wafer surface
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From the above tests, the conclusion is all wafers showing salicide residue regardless air dry or notch orientation (12 to 9
o’clock) before LPD (IPA) drying.

Based on the splits, LPD (IPA) drying tank shall not the root cause to the residue. The hypothesis should then lead to the
highly suspect DHF tank.

The next experiments added SPM (CARO) tank after the standard Salicide Pre-Clean and turning ON the megasonic
system in Final Rinse (FR) tanks. SPM and megasonic is not a standard parameter as the sonic power will damage the Poly
Line on the wafers. For this test, the experiment went ahead by turning on the power in order to find out if the megasonic
efficiently cleaning up the residue. Figure 6 from the below showed missing residue on the wafers maps.

The cleaned wafers were then sent for pre-salicide cleaning, with the same process parameters in DHF, the result showed
that the carbon residue resurfaced on the wafers at the same location. The result is published in figure 6 below.

The experiment did not proceed with SC1 chemical tank for cleaning as ammonia peroxide mixture with hydrogen
peroxide even though capable to remove the defect, but it will re-generate other oxide on the surface [7].

Fig 5. Carbon Residue seen on Wafer surface after air drying test
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Fig 6. Carbon Residue seen on Wafer surface

Fig 7. Residue seen after re-cleaned with DHF
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK DEVELOPMENT

This paper presented the experiments conducted to identify the root cause of carbon residue during the process of pre-
salicidation in the wafer fabrication process. The study was conducted on the actual production machines with actual
production recipe to simulate the actual production environment. The results of the experiments indicates a positive correlation
between the DHF tank with the carbon residue after pre-salicidation clean. This study suggest that wafer surface after being
cleaned by DHF will cause the defect. The results also showed no machine dependency. The experiments also provided
conclusive evidence to indicate that the de-ionized water source or the low pressure dryer does not contribute to the formation
of the residue. There is an additional cost to pay for the affected low yield but it is important to develop cleaner wafer surface
for the future. Although the actual root cause was not detected at the end of the report, the removal of residue possibly
achievable with additional additives but are much subjected to E-Test parameters. The project can be further extend to explore
in the area within the DHF tank. To design a new set of experiments in the search of the root cause to the residue.
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